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Hewlett-Packard introduces
a smaUer uncompromising
calculator: the HP-21Scientific.

$125.00:

Now $125.00 buys: and lets you control the number of re-entering them. The HP-21 be-
More power than our HP-35. The places displayed. (The HP-21 always comes your scratch pad.
HP-21 performs all log and trig func- uses all 10 digits internally.) H-P quality craftsmanship. One
tions, the latter in radians or degrees. If a number's too large or small for reason Nobel Prize winners, astro-
It's our only calculator short of the fixed decimal display, the HP-21 nauts, conquerors of Everest, Ameri-
HP-45 that lets you: switches automatically to scientific. ca's Cup navigators and over 500,000
• convert polar to rectangular coor- If you give it an impossible instruc- other professionals ·own B-P calcu-

dinates, and back again (~P, tion, its Display spells E-r-r-o-r. lators. -

-3>- R) '. " RPN logic system. Here's what this Your bookstore will give you a
• do register arithmetic (M+, M-, unique logic system means for you: demonstration. They'll show you

Mx, M-;-) ; .• You can evaluate any expression how much performance $125.00*
• ca.Iculat~ a common antilog (10 X) without copying parentheses, wor- can buy. If they don't have t~e

with a single keystroke. . rying about hierarchies or re-struc- HP~21 yet, call 800-538-7922 (in
The HP-21 also performs all baSIC turing beforehand. CaM. 800-662-9862) for the name

data manipulations an~ exe.cutes all • You can solve all problems your of a dealer who does.
pre-programmed functions in a sec- way-the way you now use when
ond or less. you use a slide rule. HEWLETT [fijiJ PACKARD
Smaller size. 6 ounces vs. 9 for our • You see all intermediate answers _
HP-35. immediately Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries.

. Dept. 239, 19310 Pruneridge Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95014
Full display formatting.The display • You can easily backtrack when
k 615/13ey (DSP) lets you choose between you err.

. . •. . . • *Suggested retail price excluding applicable state and
fixed decimal and scientific notation • You can re-use numbers WIthout local taxes-Continental U.S.A., Alaska & Hawaii.
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This issue's cover by Terry
0' Hara depicts our feature
article, "Women in Engineer-
ing."

4 COOPERATIVE ENGINEER

This is it. The final issue of the "Cooperative
Engineer" to be published by the present editorial
staff. First I would like to thank the people I have
worked with during the past few years. This in-
cludes all of the writers, photographers, and the
ones who helped with the layout and mailings. A
lot of effort is put forth by these people and I
encourage more to join their ranks. The working
mechanism of the magazine itself is an educational
experience. Deadlines have to be met (even though
I did a poor job), a knowledge ,of printing and its
techniques is gained, a business sense is broadened
through work with budget board, the printer, and
advertisers, and finally but more important, one
learns how to work with others. Everyone has their
own idea of how the magazine should be printed
and what should go in it. I hope next year's staff
can get their thoughts and energies quickly over the
summer and autumn quarters so they will be ready
for the November '76 issue.

It seems that one of the more controversial
issues they will face will be Engine Charlie. This
feature was not removed because of unfavorable
feedback from the Society of Women Engineers,
even though this is the implied feeling throughout
the college. To be frank we (editorial staff) re-
moved it before the members of S.W.E. had voiced
any opinions. It was a discriminating feature of this
magazine and needed to be stopped. As engineers
we should be mature and professional enough to
want all discrimination stopped. However, we felt
that there was a need for students to demonstrate
their photographic talents. Therefore, Engine
Charlie will be returned as an "Art in Engineering"
feature (no girlie photos) in the next issue.

Finally, I would like to invite as many in terested
students as possible to consider joining the staff
summer and autumn quarters. Just as the last staff
needed people, so will the next one.

To the new staff, Good Luck!
Brent C. Stiles, ChE '75



~

The Editor Dr. Cosgrove:
Cooperative Engineer After reading your letter and giving the entire

matter considerable thought, we staff members
Dear Sir: have decided to return "Engine Charlie" in the

May I express my displeasure and disappoint- next issue. Just as the rest of the magazine is for
ment at your decision to discontinue the "Engine students to demonstrate their writing ability, the
Charlie" feature in the Cooperative Engineer. photos selected for "Engine Charlie" will show

I am disappointed because I feel that such a that engineers do "have a soul" and are creative.
decision reflects unfavorably on the educational At this point I would like to invite any student
quality of this college. Hopefully we have taught that would like to have his (or her) photos pub-

, you, by precept and example to analyze all data lished in the magazine to stop by room 643
inputs, draw valid conclusions, and firmly make Baldwin and talk to one of our staff.
the appropriate decision. I interpret your decision Brent C. Stiles
as panic over-reaction to pressure exerted by a
small but vocal group of females.

Let's ask some objective questions and look for
, rational answers. What purpose has been served by

recent "Engine Charlie" center folds? They are cer-
tainly not salacious by today's standards, or even
by yesterday's. I doubt if the purpose of this fea-
ture is to belittle the female species by casting
them in the role of sex objects.

To my mind "Engine Charlie" is part of the
engineering liberal arts curriculum - an attempt to
convince the myopic, round shoulder gear that the
female form and face can be a thing of nonsexual
beauty.

Surely then, the answer is not to destroy
"Engine Charlie", but to expand his interests. Let
engineers (male & female) demonstrate that they
have a soul. Let "Engine Charlie" assume greater
stature as an "Art-in-Engineering" section. EDITOR'S NOTE: This column is open to anyone

Finally, let the vocal SWE members "put their at the University, whether he is a student or fac-
money where their mouth is" and seek active par- ulty member, in or out of the College of Engineer-
ticipation in producing the "Cooperative Engi- ing. Letters may be concerned with anything you
neer." Likewise, let all male engineers join the feel our readersh ip would be interested in. All

, campus branch of SWE, and if refused member- letters must be signed, but names will be withheld
ship, let them file a class action discrimination on request. Please also include your organizational
suit. affiliation. Address them to:

Sincerely, Editor, The Cooperative Engineer
S.L. Cosgrove Room 643, Baldwin Hall
Associate Professor in University of Cincinnati
Chemical Engineering Cincinnati, Ohio 45219
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The Co-op Primer: Part 3
Stephen A. Lang, ChE. '75

INTRODUCTION: Part 3 of the primer is going you merely follow along a straightforward road to
to deal with the defining of goals, self-evaluation & success & happiness. The society we live in, has
evaluating your education. These three areas are shifted from the continuity of the fifties, to the
perhaps the hardest for a Coop to act upon, simply explosiveness of the sixties & halfway through the
because his college role appears to be so well de- seventies, change can be seen affecting nearly
fined. You attend school, do your homework, get a everyone.
job & start the alternating Coop schedule, fill re- In the meantime, what has happened to our edu-
quirements, graduate, and finally go to work. The cational system? A brief look at 2 of the 4 primary
problem connected with these areas do not really objectives of V.C. will help show us; as listed under
hit you until your senior year and by this time, the general university informa tion: (I) to preserve and
common case of "senior apathy" has hit, with its disseminate knowledge now available in the arts,
resultant indecisiveness. the sciences, and the various professional areas

Senior apathy is to be avoided at all costs, be- important in modern life, & (3) to educate men &
cause the senior year has the greatest potential for women by example and teaching, for a fuller and
directing your future. This potential is seen in richer life as responsible citizens in modern society.
taking a wide variety of graduate level courses, job Objective (1) appears to be a legitimate role for
interviewing, taking plant trips, designing your own any college within the university, to preserve &
senior project, and finally the freedom to audit a disseminate knowledge now available, but there is
few courses after your requirements are filled. also the very real possibility of becoming static in
Combine this with your last opportunities to ex- this role. Our libraries do an adequate job but not a
perience campus offerings as a student and the very extensive one, their small sizes attest to that.
senior year can be seen as a year to take full advan- If you wish to research a topic, you're better off
tage of. using a professor's library or the public library. I'm

If you spend your senior year pondering about sure the Engineering Library would like to have
your future, while you should be making decisions more books, microfilms, etc., but it is not econom-
& acting upon them, think about the stress that ically feasible.
will come with graduation. If you make a pressure As for the dissemination of knowledge, the Iec-
influenced decision before graduation, don't be ture method fills this role, but everyone is re-
surprised when it suddenly doesn't fit into your stricted to learn at the same pace. For those
personal goals after a year or two of living with it. capable of the pace, it would be better to be ex-

The point of this, is the importance of develop- posed to a faster pace and then perhaps grade infla-
ing your self-evaluation skills as early as possible. If tion would not become a way of life. For those not
your goals are honestly constructed, the means of capable of the original pace, they find themselves
accomplishing them should be obvious. A prime lost as the quarter progresses and their education is
example being: the student from a poor family nothing but scattered facts & knowledge. Self-
who desires affluence, sees his goal obtainable by paced study for many courses would be a more
diligence & hard work, and sets out to accomplish efficient way of education simply because you
this goal by his best alternative, getting a scholar- can't move on in the process until you prove your
ship. competency and there is the freedom to more fully

While most people will undertake enough self- explore a subject area if you wish.
evaluation to be prepared to give lip service to their This ties in with objective (3) which deals with
ideas, only a small percentage can be seen to be educating men & women by examples & teaching.
actually living with their goals. Ask a senior what There are more efficient ways to disseminate
his plans are. Probably, beyond graduation he is knowledge & to educate than the lecture method,
not very sure, unless he has already accepted a job yet it is used for nearly every course. Computer
offer or been accepted to graduate school. Why is programmed courses hold an unlimited potential
this so? for teaching but they are not for the masses to use

My overriding feelings are, that our education because of cost. Small classes are more conducive
has been, to a point, neglected. If it hasn't been, to learning, but also are more expensive in faculty
why are so many seniors unsure of the future? It time & basic costs. The alternatives are there for
appears as though a once, simple choice has more efficient education but there is no movement
evolved into a sort of overchoice. No longer can towards these alternatives.

6 COOPERATIVE ENGINEER



Also in objective (3), education is proposed as was also presented, with its extension, the profes-
the means for a fuller & richer life as responsible sional student.
citizens in modern society. This seems contra- As first presented, the professional student
dietary to life in today's society for many gradu- definition attempted to eliminate any negative con-
ates. As the job market shows, there are far too notation as implied by immature, in reference to
many educated people who have to settle for less someone who refuses to define the self-realization
than their education would merit. Ph.D's papering terms of role, purpose, motivations, & goals. Hope-
their walls with rejected job request fa nTIS & fully, the meaning of profess was exposed and the
resumes, lawyers driving taxi-cabs, graduates being definition of the professional student can now be
'told that they will probably go through 5 or 6 jobs expanded to further understand some typical reali-
before they find what they want, the more special- ties facing today's students.
ized you become in a field, the greater chance you It is not unusual in today's society that the son
have at becoming under-employed. of a doctor becomes a doctor or that the son of an

For engineers, there seems to be a lack of educa- engineer becomes an engineer. It is a matter of
tion in the area of relating to other people. The identifying yourself and your goals with a model,
development of oral & written communication as presented by your parents. Also it is not unusual
skills are extremely neglected when compared to for two other possibilities to happen, such as, iden-
mathematics training. It's as if engineers were being tification with a relatively higher or lower model
treated to communicate only with computers than presented by your parents. But, what does
instead of humans. A very obvious extension of this higher or lower refer to? In our capitalistic
this, is the widespread use of pocket calculators by society, the answer is relatively simple, affluence.
engineers today, and the most expensive ones too. It is often said by critics, that the affluent
It is no wonder that most people find it hard to society breeds boredom. Thus, the children of the
talk with engineers, concerning anything other than affluent society need only to give lip service to
technical matters. their goals or ideas and off they go to college to

Thus, V.C. shows us the value of setting a time receive their respective educations. It is not even
frame for goals & objectives decided upon from necessary to be committed to a goal, other than
self-evaluation. When you do not undertake a regu- graduation, for you know that college is expected
lar review of your progress & situation, once valid of you & or being given to you for free. So, if you
goals & objectives can easily become outdated. In can learn to maintain your composure, 4 or 5 years
today's society of change, to live by outdated goals of relatively easy life lie ahead of you & possibly
and neglect the future, is certainly a risky business. more. From this, a meaning of the professional stu-
You must constantly be reviewing & redirecting dent more closely related to the common defini-
your goals to insure their validity, or else you may tion of a profession is developed.
find yourself faced with increasingly difficult prob- For many students, their only real responsibil-
lems 'to solve, as are V.C. and many other univer- ites are to do well in school, get their expected
sities today. good grades & or at least pass, otherwise, their

To those of you who have read parts one & two, family support may weaken. As the competition
I hope that you have gained something from them. for grades increases, it often enhances the various
Vp until now, my writing has had an experimental efficient ways to get good grades with learning the
value or function which dealt with making you material not always a prime consideration. One of
think while reading, and to force you to reread my -the most efficient ways to do this is merely doing
words and look for deeper analogies. If you have all your assigned homework and spitting back the
only read through them once, it is doubtful that appropriate knowledge that a professor desires of
you have gained as much from them as possible. In you. Variations of this include: waiting for your
any case, let part three be some more food for teacher to post homework answers & copy them
thought and discussion with your peers. If inten- before a test, and the more efficient method of
tional change is going to be implemented in your forming a study group.
college or university, you will have to make your By forming a study group, all members are free
voice heard, for those who refuse to govern them- to voice their feelings, be heard and resolve their
selves, will be governed! problems by group effort. Thus, some members

learn the material by having to teach it, while
Part 3 others simply absorb everything for their own

benefit. From the group action, it is not hard to
For a better look at the problems of defining decide upon a basic plan for preparing for a test

goals, we must understand the current realities and reviewing the alternative methods of doing the
facing today's students. In part two, the major real- homework. The analogy of the study group to a
ities of school and work were presented, plus the professional society is obvious, but the definition
major theme of constantly expanding & diversified of the professional student goes deeper than this.
choices that face a Coop student. Onward from When a student does not need the study group
this, the development of the Coop consciousness as a means of learning the material, his viewpoint
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of school can reflect his development into a profes- what true self-evaluation means during college. To
sional student. Not only does he profess the ability expand on this, let us look at three types of stu-
to succeed on his own but he can clearly state, that dents, classified by their goals concerning engi-
while school is at times difficult to live with, as an neering.
occupation, it is relatively enjoyable and easier Many students look upon engineering as a good
than working for a living. From this viewpoint, it's source of future income, others as the best use of
not hard to see why many "A" students come back their skills & interest, and many as a combination
to school for their graduate degrees. It's a lot easier of these two. What factors would cause students in
to learn new material than to apply directly, these three groups to drop out.
knowledge gained in undergraduate studies. By For those who are looking to engineering for the
going through an assortment of graduate degrees, monetary reward, the field looks pretty good.
you can easily wipe out the pressing decision of Starting salaries anywhere up to $15,000/yr. for a
what to do with your life after graduation. You college graduate is not bad at all, but there's one
decide upon another short term goal, another de- catch, you are basically devoting your mind and
gree & time to more fully think out your situation, body to your employer. You may be sent any-
but the decision must eventually come. where on compwany business or have your job

So it goes, and more people are becoming stu- transferred across the country or overseas. It is
dents, as an occupation, a profession, to fill their often a necessity to do this, for example, to move
time. Time has become a very important factor in up the company ladder, you are obligated to
life today. Be it in defining length, rate of change follow orders or else your job may become JEOP-
or whatever. Consideration of events within a time ARDIZED.
frame is invaluable for self-evaluation and the de- While these factors may not seem applicable or
fining of goals. My own experience tells me this. bothersome to a student, the curriculum may pose

When I was a senior in high school during the as the deciding factor. Suddenly you find yourself
69-70 school year, the choice of what to do with totally frustrated with too much work of too much
my future was relatively easy. My father had only complexity to do all at once. Watching your
influenced me, to do what I enjoyed & was capable roommate load and have to study only one night for
of. With my interests mainly in chemistry, mathe- a test while you grind away endlessly during the
matics, & physics, chemical engineering was a quarter does not help psychologically. During your
natural synthesis. Even with the decline of business first two years, with the help of calculus, engi-
forecasting a somewhat bleak picture of the job neering analysis, mechanics, physics, and differ-
market, for coop jobs, I knew that my interests ential equations, it's not too hard to reach the
would not be fulfilled studying anything else. point where you've had enough and decide upon a

After experiencing the explosive 60's between different career that you would enjoy.
the 2nd & 12th grades, I sought some form of The next type of student, one who sees engi-
continuity versus the ever present symbol of neering as the best use of his known skills and
society that I had experienced, namely change. interests, probably has the greatest chance of
Thus, the five year program at D.C. was inviting making it through engineering. The work is not
with its coop program broadening my experience. I that difficult if you are organized and efficient and
felt that in five years time, the decision of directing there's no way that you're going to flunk if you do
my future would be somewhat easier and also at the assigned homework. Just follow along, do that
age 17, five years seemed like a pretty long time. In required of you and everything will be allright. If
combination, the coop program posed as a good there is anything that will force this type of stu-
means of supporting myself partly, of evaluating dent to drop out, it is frustration. After grinding
my goals, experiencing the business world & not away for two or three years they suddenly start
having to make any big life decisions for at least realizing the varied experiences of living that they
five years. have neglected, in short, all work and no play

As graduation now approaches I definitely feel makes Jack a dull boy.
the choice was a good one. My basic goal of gradu- Perhaps it is exposed while cooping near the
ation is now a reality, but why have I not dropped ocean or some mountains and you decide to work
out? Over half of my original class has dropped out on a beautiful day and feeling like you'd rather not
or transferred. The majority of students admitted go to work in a stuffy closed-in building. Whatever
to the engineering program had the poten tial to do the reasons, a conflict of in terests starts building
the work, why did so many people waste one to and when the point hits that school is wasting your
three years & suddenly decide engineering was not time, there really is no decision at all, you drop
for them? Improper orientation to the demands of out. An interesting note about this is that those
engineering? Poor educational climate? Not enough who drop out because of frustration often come
scare tactics? Too many scare tactics? Whatever the back to school with a new point of view. The
reasons, the role of self-evaluation had to be a experience and the deep self-evaluation that goes
major influence, either in lack of honest self- along with deciding to come back, can be the best
evaluation before college or in the realization of things that will ever happen to you, in your educa-
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tion as a member of society. truly directing themselves towards defined goals? It
The third type student, one who sees engi- is obvious that self-evaluation is easier to give lip

neering as a combination of monetary reward and service to, than to act upon, but this does not truly
the best use of his skills has perhaps, the greatest explain it. The difficulty lies in evaluating your
strain upon himself when it comes to self-evalua- situation and environment and this can be blamed
tion. He is addressing himself to two goals at once, upon a very complex situation, educational policy
and must weigh many factors in deciding his direc- and the conflicting society we live in. This has been
tions and goals. This is where overchoice is the briefly shown by looking at two of D.C.'s primary
most extensive. To succeed, you must be well goals. Basically during the last 15 years our society
aware of your total situation, in control of your has been overwhelmed by change and the mass
direction, capable of clear thinking and motivated. media has made sure that everybody knew about
Since your -whore plan can be influenced- in so it. Alvin Toffler goes into depth about change in
many different ways, over a period of 5 years, it his bestseller, Future Shock, if you have not read
takes a serious commitment to do it right. When it, you are missing a very interesting point of view.
you are not motivated enough to make a full com- It could be said that our educational goals are
mitment, you leave yourself open to frustration. rooted in continuity, while the society we live in is

This frustration sometimes characterizes itself experiencing sweeping change. The result is general
by switching majors or simply by dropping out. confusion as to what the future will really be.
Many students end up sticking it out, in spite of From the complex situations we live in, many pos-
frustrations, for they have nothing to gain from sibilities of the future can be seen. The outdated
completely dropping out, and no want to short- goals that our educational policy stands for, need
change themselves studying something else. Com- to be redefined. Not change for the sake of change
pounding this situation is the fact that few engi- but intentional change towards the needs of the
neering credits will transfer to a non-engineering future.
curriculum anyway. In the end, a degree, even in a It is hard to imagine the needs of society in the
field you're not crazy about, still has the potential year 2000, let alone 2025, around which to shape
of getting you a good paying job to support your- the education of today. It is as easy as speculating
self' with. From the viewpoint of enjoying your whether the graduates of the 70's will be using
work, this is not the best thing to do, but it may be their education or their ability to learn, in 25 to 50
your most favorable alternative at some later date. years from now, which is no small task. It seems all
This realization alone, gets many through engi- too hypocritical that we are paying for and being
neering. given an education of which an employer will ask

No sooner than when you see the accomplish- us to keep only 10%. Why not 20%, or at least a
ment of your first goal, getting through college, 50-50 chance, perhaps then students would be
than does a new frustration appear in your future. more active in the running of the college. Only by
Certification as a professional engineer. If you were voicing concern, as to the quality of your educa-
a good student throughout school, the eight hour tion and its future worth, can the atmosphere of
examination shouldn't be hard, your teachers have change be generated and intentional action be for-
been preparing you for it, didn't you know? While mulated. If it is left to the administrators and
taking the examination is not required for all engi- faculty, it seems difficult to imagine them accom-
neering jobs, passing it, is a definite plus on your plishing anything other than arguing over salary
side for any engineering job. This fact alone could and leaving the students out in the cold. Unioniza-
be motivation to learn the material and get through tion by the faculty is already forecasting this.
the curriculum, yet you are not exposed to it until Students have to research the problems, com-
your senior year. Thus another aspect of self- municate with one and another and act with real is-
evaluation can be seen, the evaluation of your tic goals behind their actions. Since the students
present and future, situation and environment. will gain the benefits, they must make sure they're

Now, a basic description of self-evaluation can not being shortchanged, and a constant review of
be organized. The concept is nothing other than progress and goals must be maintained. Evaluate
honestly evaluating: your skills, your true interests, yourself, your situation and your education, are
your situation and environment, and putting your you happy being part of the problem or would you
mind to work to synthesize goals and alternative be happy being part of the solution? Everyone
methods of accomplishing these goals. By keeping must decide for themselves.
a time frame of reference, you can minimize the This ends Part Three, Part Four shall summarize
chances of living by outdated goals and avoid frus- and propose courses of action as the final install-
tration. If it is this simple, why are few people seen ment in the Coop Primer.
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YOUR EDUG1TION REPRESENTS
AN IMPORTANT

PERSON~L INVESTMENT--
WH~T Will YOU

DO~ITHIT
WHEN YOU GRADU~TE?

~

"Get a job" isn't quite the full answer, is it? You're Ohio, Florida, Kansas or Delaware, you'll find yourself
you. And there's more to life than just "a job" - looking forward to coming to work in the morning.
or should be. And your technology won't become obsolescent in
What could you expect if you joined us? A 5 or. 10 years, because, to remain a leader, we must
quality of life that means the difference be- continue to work on the far edge of the current state
tween "a job" and a way of living. of the art.

We design and manufacture complete electronic Professional involvement · · · continuing de-
systems of various kinds for business, industry and velopment as an engineer · · · an environment
government. It is our practice to hire very able people of individual responsibility that encourages new
and then put them to work doing what they most ideas and rewards initiative. These are good
like to do. dividends on the personal investment you've

already made on your education!
Because we are a large company, we offer a total career
growth-potential that is as big as we are. And because • ••• • •• • •
we work in relatively small product-oriented divisions, • • • •. a

your abilities and contributions are highly visible •• • • a a • •• • a

from the time you join us, with prompt recognition • •• · a a a ~

of superior performance. • • a.. • a a NCR.. . . . ~ ~ .
Whether you work for us in California, New York, ~ I •• I II I I ••



Women in Engineering
-\-

-I---...r

Linda Wallace, ME '79 -w·

.•.....

In the United States today, approximately 1% of The existence of role models (women with ex- T~

the engineers are women. This number is rapidly perience as professional engineers), and supporting ~
growing. Female engineering enrollment has in- organizations such as the Society of Women Engi-
creased from 1,035 in 1959-60 to 3,870 in the neers have provided encouragement for women -.
1973-74 school year according to the Society of interested in engineering careers. A generation ago, ~
Women Engineers. Fifty-eight female students are there were very few women engineers. The ones

. ~
currently enrolled in the University of Cincinnati's that did exist possessed the exceptional ability and
College of Engineering. drive necessary for competing in a male oriented ~

Why are women being drawn into this tradition- society. Some of them were highly successful and
ally masculine profession? There are many reasons. serve as an inspiration to the rest of us. The T

Certainly the women's liberation movement and Society of Women Engineers (SWE) helps women ~
the recent surge of antidiscrimination laws have adjust to their new roles as engineers by providing
had a role in this transformation. For the first a means for women to share their concerns. -,
time, women are sought after by companies to fill Finally, the universities themselves have done a I..

positions previously given exclusively to men. As great deal to encourage potential women engineers
far as hiring is concerned, discrimination has to enter engineering schools. They have made an .~
largely come to an end. Some men grudgingly effort to acquaint women with the opportunities ~
accuse companies of preferential treatment to available to them. At U.C., for example, local high
women applicants. If this feeling is justified, I hope school girls were invited to a "Careers Day" and ;-
this reverse discrimination ends. But perhaps this listened to women speak about their experience in
preferential treatment is necessary to force men to engineering.
accept women in engineering careers. As with Women in engineering are not without their spe- •.
Blacks, an initial period of over compensation may cial problems. For two years, I worked as a ~
be necessary to achieve eventual equality. On the mechanical draftsman for Cincinnati Milacron.
other hand, there is a substantial amount of evi- While I was not an engineer, many of my experi- ~
dence to show that the promotion rates and sal- ences were similar to those that a woman engineer ':
aries of women are significantly lower than those would encounter.
of men with similar ability and experience. There was a certain amount of social isolation '-'

A second reason lies in the fact that many stu- caused by my being the only woman in the depart- ,.
dents are becoming disillusioned with the value of ment. Milacron is a conservative company, perhaps
a liberal arts education. As a one-time prospective more so than most, and men and women rarely ate >1

psychology major, I can attest to the feeling of lunch at the same table. Generally, the women ~
alarm at the large number of jobless liberal arts worked together, knew each other well, and ate
graduates. The emphasis for many students today together at lunch. The men did likewise. This put ~
is on obtaining a more "practical" education in me in an awkward position. Though the men were -f

which there will be a sufficient number of job friendly in the office, I did not feel entirely wel-
openings upon graduation. Most engineering fields come at their lunch table. Yet, I did not know any ~
provide that opportunity. One has only to visit the of the women and they usually had different lunch ~
TUC bulletin board to see that engineering stu- hours than 1. After talking with other women stu-
dents are among the most sought after recruits for dents in the engineering department, it seems that f-

jobs. Milacron may have been unusual in this respect as •
Thirdly, the women who enter the school of en- many of them did not share this problem. Another

gineering usually have a genuine interest in science factor contributing to social isolation is the differ- rJ.

and math. Previously, these women would have ence in conversation topics pursued by men and _~
been directed into the more traditional careers of women. Most of the male engineers were car enthu-
nursing and teaching. Now they are applying these siasts as well. While I was proficient at drawing ~
same interests in careers of engineering and medi- •

cine. (Continued on page 15)
~

~
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VHoware yoo on
the follow-throogh?

The sure sign of a crack skeet shot is a sudden puff of clay
dust against the sky. But champions share another mark that's

almost as easy to spot. It's follow through.
Like the top-flight skeet shooter illustrated here, our tapered roller bearing

and steel engineers get results because they follow through, too.
How about you? Do you want a company that involves your interest and keeps you involved

till the finish? That promotes from within? Are you up to the demands thrown
our way by the automotive, construction, aerospace and chemical industries?

Do you have your sight set on the future-on a company like ours that has
a continuing expansion and modernization program?

Then write to our Manager of College Relations. And tell him you'd like to take
a shot at it. The Timken Company, Canton, Ohio 44706. Timken" bearings

are sold allover the world. Manufacturing in Australia, Brazil,
Canada, England, France, South Africa and the U.S.A. .

An Equal Opportunity Employer (m/f).

TIMKENe

UGISTElED TRADEMARK

THE TIMKEN COMPANY MANUFACTURES TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS, SPECIALTY ALLOY STEEL AND REMOVABLE ROCK BITS.



Life Insurance As An Investment
by Warren E. Anderson, Jr., M.E. '74

"Life insurance is love." So states one of Current premiums for the three basic types of
America's leading insurance firms in a recent tele- $10,000 policies for a male, age 20, are detailed in
vision advertisement. This sales pitch is probably the table below.
the most touching emotional come-on which insur-
ance companies have yet devised to coerce the ----------,Annual Premiums---------~
unwary consumer into a lifelong spending spree. Age Renewable Whole Endowment

Life insurance is not love. In his song Term Life at 65
"MacArthur Park", Jim Webb says, "Love cannot
be measured in an hour and in a day". Although 20 $28.40 $97.60 $182.50
the insurance companies would like us to believe 21-25 28.40 97.60 182.50
otherwise, the truth is that love cannot be 26-30 31.70 97.60 182.50
measured in dollars and cents either. Life insurance 31-35 35.40 97.60 182.50
is an investment, a gamble, a calculated risk. The 36-40 43.10 97.60 182.50
insurance companies are in it for the money, and 41-45 62.50 97.60 182.50
believe me, so are you, in most cases for at least 46-50 92.70 97.60 182.50
$100 to $200 a year for life. 51-55 140.50 97.60 1.82.50

Let's take a look at what you are getting for 56-60 213.70 97.60 182.50
your insurance dollar. Each dollar you invest into 61-65 327.50 97.60 182.50
an insurance program buys you protection and pos-
sibly a share in a savings program. With this in Having determined the future premiums for each
mind, most insurance policies on the market today type of policy, we are now in a position to evaluate
can be categorized by the relative amounts of pro- the savings aspect of each alternative plan. A whole
tection and savings they offer. life or endowment policy has a built-in savings pro-

The, three most common types of policies are gram which is reflected in the cash value portion of
summarized in the table below: the table. Term insurance, by its very nature, has

no cash value and hence, no automatic savings
Policy Type Description Cost plan. You will note, however, that the premiums
T 10001 t ti . L t for the critical early years are much smaller for theerm /0 pro ec Ion no saVIngs owes . . .,. term pOlICY than for either whole life or endow-

ment. Since we will be investing these "after
Whole Life Balance between protection premium" dollars at 6% for a longer period of

and savings time, this difference becomes very significant in
our study. .

Endowment Basic protection only, Highest We can perform a very simple analysis on our
mostly savings proposed savings-insurance program by calculating

the cash assets (i.e. cash value plus savings with
The most obvious reason for entering into a life interes~) accumulated thr.u ag~ 65. The following

insurance program is to provide for your family in ~able lists the annual savings Invest?J~nt for each
the unfortunate event of your death. But what if Insurance plan as the amount. rernauung from ~ur
you live a normal, healthy life? Statisticians say $500 base amount after prerruums have been paid.
that the life expectancy of a young male in this .
country today is about 72 years. ------~Annual Savings Investment,------

Let's take a look at some typical insurance Age Term Whole Life Endowment
policies and compare them as investments,
assuming for the moment that you survive to the 20 $471.60 $402.40 $317.50
ripe old age of65. 21-25 471.60 402.40 317.50

As a basis for comparison, let us assume that 26-30 468.30 402.40 317.50
you have a modest $500 a year to invest in a com- 31-35 464.60 402.40 317.50
bination savings and insurance program. You have 36-40 456.90 402.40 317.50
determined that you need a basic $10,000 life in- 41-45 437.50 402.40 317.50
surance policy, and that you will invest the differ- 46-50 407.30 402.40 317.50
ence in a conservative insured savings bank which is 51-55 359.50 402.40 317.50
currently paying 6% on short-term certificates of 56-60 286.30 402.40 317.50
deposit. 61-65 172.50 402.40 317.50
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For the whole life and endowment policies, we The conclusions which may be drawn from this
can make use of ttle series compound amount analysis are quite clear. With a modest annual
factor (F IA) to calculate the future worth of each investment of under $500, the combination of
investment at age 65. buying term insurance and investing the difference

For the term policy, we can use the appropriate into a savings program proves to be the most
single payment compound amount factor (F/P) to advantageous insurance package for a young person
"move" each deposit to age 65 with accumulated today. This is true provided that a return of 5% or
interest. (Calculations are for the first year of the greater can be expected from the invested differ-
policy.) ence after premiums are paid.

By analyzing the break-even point between term
. and whole life policies in the computer printouts

Whole LIfe: (INST program), it is clear that as the base amount
F = (F IA) x $402.40 1= 6% N= 45 years is increased, the interest rate necessary to make

= 212.7 x $402.40 term insurance more profitable drops from about
= $85,000 5% ($100 base amount) to nearly 2% ($1500 base

Endowment: amount).
F = (F /A) x $317 50 1= 6~ N= 45 The addition of projected dividends to the anal-

= 212.7 x $317: 50 0 years ysis increases sligh~ly the value of whole life and
= $67 500 endowment plans ill relation to the term policy.

, The effect of dividends is to move the break-even
Term: _ point between term and whole life to a higher
F = (F/P) x $471.60 1= 6% N= 45 years interest rate of return, but the increase is only a

= 13.76 x $471.60 fraction of a percent. If you are considering a less
= $6,490 than 3% rate of return, the addition of dividends
A computer program was written to perform will make the endowment policy more attractive.

these calculations, (program INS). A second similar However, considering the current bank interest
program (INST) was written to be used in a sensi- rates for guaranteed savings accounts and certifi-
tivity study with varying interest rates and base cates of deposit, this action, in most cases, would
investment amounts. These programs have been not be practical.
saved and are available thru the Mechanical Engi- Finally, if you are interested in analyzing a par-
neering Department's CALL/OS Time-Sharing proj- ticular intermediate combination of base amount
ect number. A description of the programs and full and interest rate, you may run the INS program,
instructions will be printed at the terminal. To run supplying your own parameters, to determine the
the programs, simply type: long-term prospect for your investment. Full

RUN INS OR instructions will be provided when you run the
RUN INST programs.

Women in Engineering (from page 12) man, however, who took it as a personal insult
when assigned to work for me. Though he would

injection molding machines, my knowledge of cars not say it to my face, others informed me of his
was severely limited. I was generally unable to par- feelings.
ticipate in their lengthy discussions about car con- Most women do not have the kind of mechanical
struction and maintenance. This problem will be background possessed by a majority of men. While
largely eliminated with the entrance of more boys are encouraged to build models and repair
women into the engineering profession, however. cars, girls are taught to cook and clean. This gives

More puzzling was the attitude of some of the women engineers a distinct disadvantage. They
women towards me. One of the secretaries was must study harder and read more extensively to
consistently reluctant to help with my work al- bridge this gap. Nevertheless, it can be done and
though she was always eager to help the men. Al1- there are women who have proved it.
other woman, who apparently assumed I was In spite of some of the problems encountered by
incapable of doing my own work, asked if I women engineers, the engineering profession
enjoyed my job of tracing the men's drawings. remains an interesting and fulfilling occupation.
Women must also be re-educated to accept women The transformation of engineering from an occupa-
engineers. tion for men to an occupation for men and women

Then there is the problem of how men react is not just a passing phenomenon. It is here to stay.
towards working under women. Occasionally my For all those interested in the Society of Women
boss would assign a detailer to me to detail my Engineers, there is currently an active group on
layouts. Most of the men took it in stride and there campus. Contact Sue Arters for Section I, Linda
was not much of a problem. There was one older Wallace for Section II, or go to room 646 Baldwin.
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Thin-Film Hybrid Circuits

Many implantable biological radiotelemetry Electron-beam-evaporated thin films can have
devices have been described since the earliest higher adhesion than those prepared by thermal
'Endoradiosondes'{ 1 ), and the advantages of radio- evaporation. This is a consequence of the pseudo-
telemetry of physiological data are now well under- diffusion processes which occur at the film inter-
stood. These can include: infinite common-mode faces during deposition. Diffusion can be a pro-
rejection, freedom from motion artefacts, elimina- blem if the Ni-Cr film is to perform a resistive as
tion of trailing wires and hence a reduction in well as an adhesive function. The process described
stress. to the subject. Danger from failure of mains- below.vhowever., shows that Ni-Cr sheet.resistances
powered equipment is eliminated. Implantable of 200n /square can be reproducibly achieved,
devices, also eliminate the possibility of infection, while still maintaining the highest adhesion.
where leads would otherwise have to pass through Subtractive processing permits stocks of uncom-
the skin. Long-term data retrieval is also possible mitted metallised substrates with defined film para-
without the need for maintenance of the skin/elec- meters to be held, thus cushioning the photolithog-
trode interface. raphy process from the effects of vacuum-plant

The majority of such implantable devices have down-time eg routine-cleaning, breakdown and
been based on either a 'squegging' oscillator, (2) maintenance. Rapid verification of circuit modifi-
which has been analysed by Lin and Ko, (3) or on a cations is made possible, sometimes within the
single-transistor Colpitts oscillator, with provisions working day.
for frequency modulation{4,5,6). Such devices One pump-down and one resist application will
have only few components and are therefore small produce an etched conductor and resistor pattern.
and light. Nevertheless, reliability can be a prob- A second pump-down and resist application is
lem. required if an insulating protective layer is re-

More complex circuits, using sub-carrier, oscilla- quired.
tors, have been described by Michael & Weller, (7) Particular attention has been paid to film adhe-
for use with Rhesus monkeys, and by Riley,(S) for sion and photolithographic definition, to ensure
sheep and cows. These devices use a single-tran- that the process will cope with the very-high-
sistor rf oscillator, and a single tuned circuit is used density conductor patterns and ultrasonic wire
both for carrier generation and as an antenna. For bonding techniques associated with the use of
good carrier stability the tank must be insensitive face-up bonded MSI and LSI chips. At present line
to changes in its immediate environment, yet must widths of 25pm are being achieved readily.
couple well into it for efficient radiation. These
two requirements tend to be mutually antagonistic.

Recent developments in micro-electronics have VACUUM DEPOSITION
made possible the construction of more complex A. Equipment
and reliable circuits, thus allowing the circuit de- Vacuum deposition of resistive, conductive and
signer to improve system performance. Contem- insulating films is carried out in a cve 20E
porary technology, such as hybrid integrated cir- vacuum system. The chamber furniture consists of
cuitry using MSI CMOS chips, enables complex a heated substrate holder and a Bir-Vac RG II ring-
micro-miniature systems to be fabricated and gun with a source-changing mechanism and a
implanted into quite small animals. shutter. A glow discharge cleaning ring is fitted,

The Thin Film Hybrid Microcircuit process to be and quartz crystal and sheet resistance monitoring
described is based on an electron-bearn-evaporated facilities are provided. This equipment was con-
Ni-Cr/Au/Si02 film system on Corning* 7059 glass structed largely in the workshops of the Poultry
substrates, and utilises subtractive photolithog- Research Centre and has proved highly reliable in
raphy throughout. service.
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B. Electron-beam gun operation "ionising collisions caused by the focussed selectron
To modes of operation of the electron-beam gun beam passing through the evaporant vapour. This is

was possible, and these may produce films with to be expected because of practical evaporation
different properties. rates vapour pressure of the evaporant immediately

above the crucible is high (1 . 3 N/m2) and the
THE DE-FOCUSSED MODE mean free path is about 5 mm. (10)

The crucible may be raised out of the focus of ~or most m~tals it ~s necessary .to operate this
the electron stream, into a position where its side region, to o?tam ~ract1ca1 evaporation .rates .. They
walls are bombarded. Evaporation of material takes ~an. be aclueved If the b.eam cur~ent IS emlsslOJ?-
place from the evaporant surface, with an energy hmlt~d and the evaporation rate IS controlled VIa
distribution similar to that in thermal evaporation, the filament supply current.
i.e. peaking at energies of around 0.2 eV for source
temperatures of 2,250oK. (9) The gun may be run
under either space-charged-limited conditions, e.g. C. Ni-Cr deposition
250mA and 1.OkV, or emission-limited conditions, 80: 20 Nichrome wire is melted in a shallow
e.g. 55m~ ~nd ~.5 ~V. The ~vaporation rate and amorphous carbon crucible, using an electron-beam
energy distribution IS a function of the electron- spot size of about 10 mm. When the crucible is full
beam powe~. and is the same for either power- the Ni-Cr has a convex upper surface. During de-
supply condition, position, however, the spot is focussed to about I

mm diameter. This results in the erosion of only a
THE FOCUSSED MODE small area of the Ni-Cr surface, the bulk of the

The crucible may be lowered to a position evaporant remaining in the solid phase. In view of
where the electron stream is concentrated 'on a the similarity of this process to alloy sublimation,
small area of the evaporant surface. The thermal film compositions similar to that of the bulk ma-
resistance of the evaporant and the small spot-size terial might be expected. (1 1) However, films of
attainable allow much higher effective source tem- 200 n/square prepared in this way on 7059 glass
peratures, for the same beam power, than in the substrates at 300

0

C have been shown by X-ray
de-focussed mode. Unstable, rate-runaway condi- fluoroscopic analysis to have a mean composition
tions can occur at high evaporation rates with high of 63:37. This view of the evaporation process is
electron acceleration voltages. This is due to therefore clearly an over-simplification, and signifi-

cant atomic mobilities must exist within the
evaporant, permitting preferential evaporation of
the Cr.

This mode of deposition yields film Tempera-
ture Coefficients of Resistance (TCR) which are
positive and usually < + 100 ppm/" C. If the
crucible is topped up with more 80: 20 wire, and
the contents are melted uniformly as before, the
evaporant will become progressively Ni-rich from
evaporation to evaporation. This has been observed
to result in a mean film composition of 74: 26 after
about 10 evaporations, with a consequent increase
in the positive TCR to around 170 ppm/f C, Both
of these TCRs are higher than one would expect
from the measured percentage compositions. This
indicates significant oxidation of the Cr in the
deposited film. (1 2) This interpretation is sup-
ported by the fact that post-deposition ageing at
300°C in air for 12 h causes sheet resistance
changes of only around 5%.

The temperature of the front surface of sub-
strates increases during film deposition, due to
radiation from the source and the kinetic and con-
densation energies of the evaporant atoms. Since
all of these factors are related to the electron-
beam-gun operating conditions, which are
manually controlled, the substrate temperature
towards the end of a deposition is both unknown
and subject to variation from run to run. The
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One thing about life at FMC:
it gives you room to grow

"FMC's business is machinery and chemicals, a specialtyequipmentwhich FMC designs and manu-
combination which gives the company two billion factures. The products range from wellhead flow
dollars annual sales. And an unusual depth of capa- controls, swivel joints, and valves to mechanized
bilities in such fields as energy, food production, loading systems and ocean-going vessels.
municipal services, construction, materials han- FMC also designs and builds equip-
dling, and transportation. ment to mine and process coal, the world's/~

This wide variety of opportunities generates a most abundant reserve of energy fuel. / 1J/
need for an equally .broad variety of professional E.
skills, from business administration to major fields nVlronment
of engineering. Here are three examples: Throughout the world there are

Chemicals ~- urgent pro?lems of u.rban decay, /
~J overcrowding, pollution, the

FMC is a major producer shrinkage of openspace
of industrial chemicals, agri- j FMC designs and builds
cultural chemicals, packaging construction equipment for /
film and man-made fibres, .builders and re-builders of
w-hich, together, account cities; treatment systems for
for approximately 50% sewage, wastewater, and .'
of the company's industrial wastes; outdoor
dollar volume. power equipment and

An illustration of chemicals for the
how FMC's chemical maintenance of recreation
and machinery areas; mechanical
capabilities work in sweepers to maintain
combination.is streets, airports, and
agriculture. FMC parking lots; even
designs and builds fire-fighting Q
automatic equip- apparatus. 0

ment for cultivating, I

planting, and
harvesting, rnanufac
tures chemicals to
protectthe crops, and mechanized sprayers to apply
the chemicals, and packaging films to protect the
products.

FMC has developed numerous proprietary
Ft chemical products, such as

~ Furadanv an insecticide which

lis improving yields of many
basic crops throughout

the world.

Energy
~ With the intensifying

~ effort to recover
more of the world's

'- petroleum reserves,
there is growing

demand for a broad
line of petroleum

The opportunities
These examples suggest some of the varied

opportunities this com pany offers for self-realization
and self-achievement.

FMC is solid, successful, and has been profit-
able throughoutthe 47 years of its corporate history.
Because it is involved in growth markets, it provides
many opportunities for its people to grow with it in
their individual capacities.

And to contribute solutions to some of the most
urgent problems of our time.

If this sounds like the kind of work life you could
enjoy, see the FMC representative on campus, or
write for further information.

FMC Corporation, 200 East Randolph Drive,
Chicago, Illinois 60601. An Equal Opportunity
Employer.

-FMC



source is therefore shuttered shortly before the cause runaway conditions if deposition rates
monitored sheet resistance reaches its intended greater than about 3.5 nm/s are attempted. Al-
value. This allows the substrates to cool to 300°C. though use of the de-focussed mode largely elimi-
A drop of up to 1.5% in the monitored sheet resis- nates this, film adhesions are lower.
tance, over a period of about 1 min, is usually F. Au/Nr-Cr interface
observed at this stage. If this change is due entirely This interface is of the diffusion or pseudo-
to a reduction in substrate temperature, an diffusion type.(10) Gold film adhesion is conse-
assumed film TCR of +100 ppmtC implies that quently a function of the diffusion or penetration
substrate temperatures of up to 450°C can be of gold into the Ni-Cr layer. Etching of the gold
reached. Breitweisser et al. report similar tempera- film using an iodine/potassium iodide etchant also
ture rises. (13 ) removes the Ni-Cr which was in solid solution in

When the monitored sheet resistance stabilises at the gold at the interface. The difference between
its 300°C value, a series of brief exposures to the the sheet resistance of the Ni-Cr as deposited and
source is made until the desired sheet resistance is after gold etching is an indication of the interface
attained. Both evaporation rate and accelerating depth. This has been found to be a function of:
voltage are observed to affect the monitored con- 1. Substrate temperature during gold deposition.
ductivity. This effect is significant only during 2. Time spent by the substrate at elevated tem-
exposure to the source and with sheet resistances peratures.
greater than 10 k n/square. There is some evidence 3. Gold deposition rate.
that this is due to ion-induced conductivity in the 4. Gold film thickness.
glass substrate. However, since the effect is insignif- 5. Gold arrival energies.
icant at sheet resistances of 200n /square, it has The effects of these variables have not been
not been investigated further. studied in detail, but it has been observed that
D. Ni-Cr substrates interface films of down to 200n /square can be entirely dis-

Ni-Cr film adhesion to 7059 glass substrates is solved during over-energetic deposition of gold on
excellent provided that the substrate temperature substrates at 300°C. Gold film adhesion will in
is sufficiently high to provide the activation energy general improve with increasing interface depth. If,
required for the oxidation of the initial Cr-rich however, the interface extends to the substrate sur-
deposit at the oxygen-rich substrate surface. (12) face, film adhesion drops to a low level. The achie-

Electron-bearn-evaporated Ni-Cr films have been vement of high and predictable Ni-Cr sheet resis-
found to pass the 'Scotch tape Peel Test'( 10) when tances, together with high levels of gold adhesion,
deposited on substrates at above about 150°C. At a is therefore critically dependent on the control of
substrate temperature of 300°C the film cannot be all the variables listed above. One may expect the
physically separated from the glass. This may indi- resistivity of the gold film to be increased by the
cate that the energy of formation of Cr203 is incorporation of either Ni or Cr, by O.8,un/atomic

. greater than the binding energies of the materials per cent in the case of Ni, and by 4.65,un /atomic
themselves. per cent in the case of Cr. (14)

These high adhesions are obtainable only on G. Si02 evaporation
clean substrates and it has been found essential to After etching, the Ni-Cr resistor tracks are pro-
eliminate the contamination which can occur dur- tected by the evaporation of Si02 from an amor-
ing source degassing, even with the source shut- phous carbon crucible. This produces a protective
teredo The evaporants are therefore degassed before glass layer about ium thick over the entire sub-
loading the substrates into the chamber. strate. This film is tenacious, transparent and easily

Since cross-contamination of the sources can etched in buffered hydrofluoric acid, to produce
occur, it is essential that the Ni-Cr crucible be windows for access to bonding areas. It acts as a
degassed after the Au crucible, as Au contarni- hermetic seal for the Ni-Cr tracks, improves their
nation of the substrate adversely affects the Ni-Cr long-term stability (1 5) and inhibits the electro-
film adhesion. lytic corrosion which can occur to Ni-Cr when sub-
E. Au deposition jected to a dc volt~~e gradient in the presence of

Gold wire is melted in a molybdenum crucible ~olsture .. Its deposltiO~ causes less than 1% change
and thoroughly degassed. The degassing routine ill the ~l-Cr sh~et resIstance. and n~ m.easurable
includes the evapoation of gold at twice the desired change ill t~e ~l-Cr TC~. ~hlS may illdlcat~ that
film deposition rate. This reduces the incidence of no fu~the~ significant ?xldatlOn. ?r re-structunng or

. ._.. the N1-Cr IS caused by Its deposition.
particulate ejection of material from the evaporant, ..which can be troublesome particularly in the The use of this protective layer has enabled a
focused mode of operation. ' cheap e?oxy ~ac~age to be us~d for implantation

Gold has a vapour pressure of 1.3 N/m2 at the applications WIth increased confidence,
fairly low evaporation temperature of 1,397°C. It H.St~ndard 200n/square process
can therefore be readily evaporated in either the T~lfty 7059 glass substrates ~5 x .13 ~m (1.0 x
focussed or the de-focussed mode. With the 0.5 ill) are cleaned by ultrasomc agitation for 20
focussed beam accelerating voltages above 3kV can min in a 5% Decon 90 solution. This is followed by
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a de-ionised-water rinse. The substrates are blown CONCLUSION
dry with filtered N2• These operations are carried It has been shown that it is possible to use
out under Class 100 laminar-flow conditions. The electron-beam evaporation to produce metallised
vacuum system is then evacuated to 6.6 x films of high adhesion, reliability and reproducibil-
10-5N/m2 and the substrates heated to 300°C. A ity. Before this can be achieved considerable atten-
glow-discharge is then struck in a 6.6 N/m2 argon tion must be paid to the surface quality of the glass
atmosphere and run at 200 W for 15 min. The substrates and to the process parameters, especially
chamber is again pumped out to 6.6 x 10-5 N/m2 those which cause surface heating of the flims dur-
before film deposition is commenced. ing deposition.

Ni-Cr is deposited at 0.05 nm/s to a sheet- REFERENCES:
resistance of 168 n/square at 300°C. This is done . .
in the focused mode at 40 rnA and 4.5 kV (180W). (1) Mackay, R S, Bio-Medical Telemetry, John

Gold is then deposited at 1.5 nm/s to a thickness Wiley & Sons In~, New York, (J965). .
of O.5,um; this is done in the focused mode with a (2) Barr, R E, A telemetry system for recording
50 rnA beam current at 4.5 kV (225W). body temperatures of large numbers of caged ro-

If Si02 evaporation is being performed, the dents', Medical and Biological Engineering, 10,
cleaning procedure described above is carried out (J 97~), pp 677-684. , .
on substrates bearing the etched conductor and (3) Lm, W c: and Ko, .WM, ':4 st.u~y ofm~crowatt
resistor patterns. The film is grown at 1.3 nm/s to a p~lsed. carrIer. tra~smitter ctrcutts , Medical and
thickness of I.Ourn. This is done with a focused Biological Engineering, 6, (J 968), pp 309-~17. ..
beam of 75 mA~at 4.0 kV (300W). (4) Brown, N W, Edge, G M and Horn, G, A minta-

ture transmitter suitable for telemetry of a wide
range of biopotentials', Electroencephalography
and Clinical Neurophysiology' 31, (1971), pp
274-276.
(5) Green, D M and Shore, J R. 'A two-channel
transmi tter for teleme try of cat electrocortico-
grams', Journal of Ph.ysiology , 203, (1969), ppl-2.
(6) Marshall, D A and Celebi, G, 'A tunable sub-

PROCESS CONTROL miniature bio-telemetry transmitter', Physiology
The yield from the evaporation and photolithog- and Behavious, 5 (1970), pp 709-712.

raphic processes is a function of the surface quality (7) Michael, R P and Weller, C, 'Recording myo-
of the incoming substrates. A surface scratch as metrical activity in freely moving Rhesus monkeys
small as 50 /lm long and 10 nm deep can com- by telemetry', Journal of Endocrinology, 42,
pletely sever a resistor track. Since such defects are (1968), pp 357-358.
only visible under a microscope, it is considered (8) Riley, J L, 'Radio-telemetry system for trans-
uneconomic to scan all substrates in this manner. mitting deep-body temperature', Cornel Vetin-
Only a visual inspection for gross defects is there- arian, 60, (I970), pp 265-273.
fore performed before film deposition. Great reli- (9) Beavitt, A R, Turn ell, R C and Campbell, D S,
ance must therefore be placed on the supplier's 'Study of energy distribution and neucleation of
cutting and packing methods. Thus, inexpensive evaporated gold using a velocity selector', Thin
substrates, if of poor quality, can prove to be a Solid Films, 1, (J967), pp 3-11.
false economy. The metallised substrates are micro- (JO) Berry, R W, Hall P M and Harris, M T, Thin
scopically inspected, with back illumination for Film Technology, Van Nostrand, Princeton,
pinholes which could cause open circuits, and with (1968/
oblique illumination for particulate contamination (J 1) Holland, L, Thin Film Microelectronics, John
which could damage the emulsion mask. Wiley and Sons Inc, New York, (J965J.

The sheet resistance of the Ni-Cr layer is (12) Swanston, J G and Campbell, D S, 'Structural
checked at this stage by etching a gap in the Au and electrical properties of 80:20 Ni-Cr Thin
layer of the central metallised substrate of the Films', Thin Solid Films, 1, (J 967), pp 183-202.
array, and measuring the resistance and dimensions (13) Breitweisser, G, Varadarajan, B Wand Wafer,
of the exposed Ni-Cr area. The Au film thickness J, 'Influence of Film condensation and source
of the same metallised substrate is also measured radiation on substrate temperature', Journal of
on a Talysurf. Vacuum Science and Technology, 7, (J970), pp

Film adhesion is tested on a second metallised 274-277.
substrate by scratching with a scalpel blade, while (J4) Gerritsen, R N, 'Metallic conductivity, experi-
viewing microscopically, and by pull-testing a 14 mental part' in: Encyclopaedia of Physics, 19, ed
SWG copper wire, butt soldered to the film. Ac- Flugge, S, Springer Verlag, Berlin, (J956), p 210.
ceptable adhesion results in a conchoidal fracture (15) Holland, L, Vacuum Deposition of Thin
in the glass. Films, Chapman and Hall. (J 96]), p 251.
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At Western Electric,
we put science to work.

'. /..... ----. -~ _ _~ ..'''''-----f

The installation diagrams for
telephone switching centers have been
generated through computer graphics.

I

~ill:
Lasers are used

in a variety of ways-
from measuring
to drilling and welding.

environments .• :::g:·::::.::.@i.r::, .• :{::t: kkt\w

Like transistors I
before them, integrated Ii

circuits are spreading I
into every nook and .~
cranny of the
Bell System.

Managing
is a new breed of talented people:
their specialties, they also have to be
comfortable working in other fundamental
disciplines once left only to "pure
scientists". At Western Electric, we put
science to work:

~

Western Electric
We make things that bring people closer.

Mathematical
modeling has

helped predict
the behavior
of plastics

"'td'c..~ttlvVltt molding.
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HERMAN SCHNEIDER MEDAL NOMINEES CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS

CONGRATULATIO~S to the foll~wing seniors The American Chemical Society's Chemical
wh?have been nominated by theIr respective Abstracts Service Division has recorded the 3 mil-
major departments. lionth unique chemical substance in the files of its
AsE - Dave Eiting computer-based Chemical Registry System. The
ChE - Bill Kline total includes all unique substances indexed in
CE - Ed Hale Chemical Abstracts since January 1965, when the
EA - Bob Cover Registry first began operating as an adjunct to
EE - Joe Greenberg CAS's indexing operations. Substances new to the
ME - Rodger Kyde files currently are being registered at the rate of
MetE - John Pickens about 300,000 per year.
NE :- Rick Kaminsky The Registry now functions as an integral part

Further congratulations to Joe Greenberg who of th~ indexing operations for Chemical Abstracts,
was awarded the HERMAN SCHNEIDER Medal on handling some 2~,000 substance identifications
the evening of April 11, 1975, at the alumni re- ~ach week. CAS finds that 75% of the substances
union banquet. lnd~xed for current CA volumes are already in the

Registry files, and the previously assigned index
names for these substances are recovered auto-

Solar Research grants for the years 1974/75 are matically by feeding in to the system either names
featured in comprehensive form in the current or structures appearing in the papers or patents
"Solar Utilization News", a new "insiders" news- being indexed.
paper of solar energy information. A third generation version of the Registry Sys-

Almost 100 different grants approaching tern, put into operation early in 1974, considerably
$20,000,000 are listed, including the project title expanded the system's support of chemical sub-
and description, recipient, amount duration and stance naming and provided for the first time the
other data. ' capability for recreating and displaying structure

A copy is available from Solar Utilization Net- diagrams algorithmically from the computer-
work, 121 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. readable structure records stored in the system.
19106. The structure record used in this modified version

The newspaper also includes a roundup of solar ~f the system specifically identifies each parent
news; "People in the Sun" (profiles), reports on ~ng .system present in a structure so that stored
new companies and products associated with solar nng Images can be retrieved from a playback file to
energy, upcoming events in the field and articles provide a starting point for recreating the structure
on solar related material. It reports or: uses, oppor- for display. CAS currently is developing computer
tunities, and developments in utilizing the sun as programs for generating systematic index names
an energy source. It covers both government and for substances by computer from the information
~rivate industry news and is available by subscrip- content of this modified Registry structure record.
tion at $175/yr through the Solar Utilization Net-
work, 121 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia Pa.
19106. '
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL TRAINING CONTRACTS AND HONORS
AT OCAS-OMIEC

Professor F. James Boerio received a one-year
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Technology grant for $13,000 from the American Iron and

is a cooperative curriculum leading to the two-year Steel Institute to carry out research on the adhe-
Associate in Applied Science degree at the Univer- sion of polymeric coatings to steels.
sity of Cincinnati's downtown technical college, Professor Winston E. Kock will be co-chairman
the Ohio College of Applied Science. Now offered of the U.S. Delegation participating in the First
evenings only at OCAS.s Ohio Mechanics Institute U.S.-U.S.S.R. Symposium on Holography, to be
Evening College, the degree program will combine held in Washington, D.C.
day (OCAS) and evening (OMIEC) classes, effective Professor James F. McDonough has received the
next Fall. 1975 ASEE Dow Outstanding Young Faculty

Among the required subjects, Refrigeration I Award.
and II and Stationary Engineering I and II will con- Professor Pasquale V. Scarpino was awarded
tinue to be offered at night only. Other courses - $69,000 from the U.S. Environmental Protection
ranging from Hydraulic Systems to Fundamentals Agency to continue studies on inactivation of
of Speech - may be taken day or evening. The animal viruses in water and wastewater by chlorine
combined scheduling lets the student complete the and chlorine compounds.
Associate degree in just two years.

The program - administered by the OCAS-
OMIEC Department of Mechanical Engineering PROMOTION AND TENURE. The following is
Technology, headed by Daniel J. Durbin - pre- the complete list of Promotion and Tenure actions,
pares its graduates for career positions such as engi- effective September 1, 1975. Congratulations to
neering assistant, HVAC designer, test technician, those named and our deep .appreciation to those
and technical sales representative. who have contributed to the success of these

Those who earn the Associate degree are eligible recommendations:
to go on with their studies toward a four-year Max L. Brown, Professor of Mechanical Engi-
Bachelor of Science degree in Mechanical Engi- neering
neering Technology at either OCAS or OMIEC. John H. Dumbleton, Professor of Materials

The Associate curriculum provides a firm foun- Science with tenure
dation in mathematics and the physical sciences. James M. Morand, Professor of Civil Engineering
Its technical courses explain the operation of Herbert C. Preul, Professor of Civil and Environ-
mechanical refrigeration systems, and commercial mental Engineering
and residential heating and air conditioning appli- Robert H. Raible, Professor of Electrical Engi-
cations. neering

Some 35 per cent of the student's time is Michael J. Werle, Professor of Aerospace Engi-
devoted to laboratory work. Emphasis on the prac- neering with tenure
tical is further advanced by the cooperative plan, John M. Christenson, Associate Professor of
which enables the student to integrate classroom Nuclear Engrg. with tenure
and laboratory work with six months' employment William C. Kauffman, Associate Professor of
in industry. This on-the-job experience familiarizes Aerospace Engrg. with tenure
the students (men and women) with current indus- Issam Minkarah, Associate Professor of Civil
trial practices.' It also makes them prime candidates Engineering with tenure
for rewarding careers in the expanding field of Howard P. Siegel, Assistant Professor of Engi-
environmental control. neering Analysis.

For further information, contact Mr. Durbin
directly (phone: 475-6541) or stop in Mon.-Fri.,
8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m., at the OMIEC office, Central
Pkwy. and Walnut St., phone 475-6567.
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The dreams of engineers, ecologists, biologists and planners
don't mean a thing until

we make them a reality!
There are people who talk about a better quality of

life and people who do something about it. The Corps
of Engineers gives you a chance to pitch in and do
something important for the protection of our natural
environment. (

We need engineers, economists, planners, landscape
architects, and others who are interested in the broad
picture, who can bring a creative approach to meeting
changing public needs. It's a chance to make your
know-how count, working as a team.

As a Corps professional, you'll apply all the tech-
niques of modern technology-systems analysis, com-
puter technology, advanced materials research, and
more-i-to the improvement of our construction capa-
bility. And you'll be a member of the largest engineer-
ing/ construction team in the world.

If you want to get things done, start by writing to us
now. We'll send you all the information you need to
make a career of it, with us.

An equal opportunity emp lo yr-r m/f

~--CORPS OF ENGINEERS--~
Department of the Army, Washington, D. C. 20314



Cooperative Education At
Graduate Levels

The Department of Chemical and Nuclear Engi- sponsor. While such sponsors would carry the
neering's plan to extend cooperative education to financial burden of the project, they would be
the graduate level will provide a liason between aided by the availability of University staff and
interested business-industry represen ta tives and facili ties.
departmental graduate students, with experienced Special advantages for the businesses and indus-
faculty members filling out the team. Thus the tries involved include the opportunity to explore
usual relationship between student and thesis problems not only of immediate interest but of
advisor will be enriched by a new partner. Faculty long-range concern; access to the most recent tech-
will be working with students who are better- nological developments; recruitment of new per-
motivated, and more adept at laboratory and sonnel; and the upgrading of present staff.
project work in classes that are generally smaller. Engineering education in this country is coming
Furthermore, the student will be able to preview to a cross-roads, as more and more undergraduates
his or her professional future with relative financial choose not to continue their education in the light
independence. of an excellent employment market. The situation

Realistically, the vast majority of engineering is one in which the successful undergraduate often
students will be seeking non-academic employment feels that he or she must take the opportunity pre-
when they graduate. While most of UC's engi- sented today, and not risk starting upon an indus-
neering undergraduates face few employment prob- trial career in what may be a bad market tomor-
lems at present, such is not true for master's and row.
doctoral graduates. Too many are not aware of In an effort to deal with this ever more serious
business and industry's problems. Hopefully, this situation, at the University of Cincinnati a
new approach will alleviate this problem in that 70-year-old tradition - cooperative education - is
essential research skills will be developed as a stu- being incorporated into the graduate curriculum of
dent works on problems, suggested by industry, the Department of Chemical and Nuclear Engi-
which are meaningful and realistic. neering.

It is expected that approximately 20 students Cooperative education was begun at DC in 1906
will be enrolled next year in the program, at this by the Dean of the College of Engineering, Herman
time limited to the Department of Chemical and Schneider, who later became the President of the
Nuclear Engineering. While. it is hoped that the University. DC is now internationally-known for its
bulk of research work will be conducted in DC program, which has successfully combined aca-
facilities, four different options for study are being demics and industrial experience in a manner
offered: which has benefited both. When attempts were

Full-time study and research at UC. DC will pro- made in the early 1960s to extend the cooperative
vide a tuition scholarship, staff and facilities for concept to graduate engineering education, they
the academic and research needs of the student. failed for a variety of reasons. In retrospect, the
The industry or business sponsor, in consultation timing was not "right."
with an appropriate faculty member, will identify Cooperative education offers many advantages
the specific problem area, provided a stipend for to students. DC's graduates have proven ability to
the student, a fee to cover overhead costs and a compete successfully in the employment market,
modest equipment grant. not only because of the experience they have

Full-time study at UC, research at UC or at the gained while employed, but also because the
sponsor's facilities. This option would operate cooperative experience tends to train students to
essentially the same as the first, with certain book- make better employment with a minimum of spe-
keeping differences. cial training. At present, more than 1,000 em-

Part-time study at UC while student is employed ployers participate in DC's undergraduate program.
full-time. The student would work full-time on Close liason with students is maintained through-
thesis research for the sponsor as a regular salaried out the cooperative years, with on-going counseling
employee, with release time for classes and thesis and referral services being additional reasons for
consultation at the University each week. DC's success.

Sponsorship of post-doctoral research. The Faculty members also profit from cooperative
industry or business sponsor, in consultation with education. Contacts with business and industry
the department, will select and recruit a recent bring new insights to research, and may suggest
Ph.D. recipient to work jointly with DC and the directions of inquiry that the academician may
sponsor on a problem of direct interest to the overlook,
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E.M. Fields

A tourtist was driving along and noticed a sign
which read, "Only One Mile To The Border. Last
Chance For 48¢ Gas." He pulled in and had his
tank fill ed.

"By the way," he asked, "how much is gas on
the other side of the border?"

The attendant cheerfully replied, "42¢".

A woman engineer wrote the IRS asking if birth
control pills were tax deductible.

Their reply: "Only if they didn't work."

The Food and Drug Administration recently
charged a crooked Crematory operator with decep-
tive advertising. He was selling ashes to cannibals as
instant people.

You've probably heard about the new anti-
Communist League that wants to replace all plastic
toilet seats with wooden ones. It's called the Birch
John Society.

A bright Ch.E. has invented a new cosmetic
cream for women who want to look 18 again - it
gives them acne.

M.E. Prof: "Young man, why aren't you taking
notes?"

Frosh: "I don't need to. I've got my grand-
father's. "

Most college campuses are getting so crowded
that if a student wants to be alone, he has to go to
class.

26

Dean of Students: "I have a report here that
coke, soda, and whiskey were found in your room.
What do you make of that?"

E.E.: "Highb'alls, sir."

A Met. prof, unable to change with the times,
had a habit of slipping off-color stories into his
lectures. Many of these stories offended the
women engineers now enrolled in his class, and
they decided to walk out of the classroom en
masse the next time he began one. The very next
morning he began his talk with, "I understand that
there is suddenly a shortage of ladies of easy vir-
tue in Paris. .. " The women jumped to their feet
and headed angrily toward the door. "Ladies,
ladies," the professor called after them. "There's no
need to rush. The next plane doesn't leave until
tomorrow afternoon."

Professional Practice Prof: "You seniors are
overly concerned with monetary compensation at
the job entrance level. Why, do you know what 1
was doing when I got married?"

Voice from the rear: "No, and I'll bet you didn't
either. "
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What we're doing for your health
is a lot more comforting
than a bowl of_chickensoup.

Our CentrifiCherii blood analyzer
helps a hospital make more than 20
vital blood tests with up to 300
chemical analyses an hour.

Much of the life-saving oxygen in a
hospital is ours.

And we constantly experiment.
We are 123,000 involved human

beings who work all around the world
Little things at home relieve a lot on things and ideas for every basic need.

of your misery. But we offer human So today, something we do will
solace too. touch your life.

Many medicines you find at a drug- And may even help save it.
store are made with our chemicals.

Aspirin to bring down your burn-
ing fever, lozenges to soothe your
poor sore throat, sedatives to let you
fall asleep at last. Toda~something we do

~e' re ~lso involved in more will touch your life.
serIOUS'things,

We make radioactive diagnostic
materials that pinpoint cancer. An Equal Opportunity Employer

And plastic for heart valves
human beings can live with.

We invented an Oxygen Walker. It
helps people with emphysema move
freely around again.



We'relooking for
engineers who think
Iii" .asEdison.

- (~ -:- - ~'" ,I

~
Ever since Thomas Edison helped 8) w -

start our business, GE has been known as an innovator.
Today, more than ever, we need original thinkers to

help keep that kind of thinking going. Not only
engineers who can invent products. Just as impor-
tant, engineers who can help find better ways to
design them, manufacture them, market and
service them.

With so many problems today in areas like
energy, the environment, and productivity, the ~
challenges to technology have rarely been greater.
And few companies can offer you more ways to
help solve these problems than General Electric. ~~

At GE you might go to work on nuclear /:::
power plants. Or more efficient fossil-fuel plants. :t

Or maybe one day work on one of the de-
veloping energy technologies like the fast-
breeder reactor. Coal gasification. Solar heating.
Battery storage for peaking power. Laser appli-
cations for fusion and fuel enrichment.

Or you might help build better mass-transit
systems. Pollution controls. Or cleaner, quieter jet
engines.

Or perhaps work on sophisticated medical devices
like GE's heart Pacemaker. Or engineering
plastics like our virtually unbreakable Lexan" resin. GE is
big in lots of areas you might not have known about.

But a word about that word "big." Some people worry
that General Electric might be too big for them.
Actually we're not like some big companies. We're decen-
tralized. Into strategic business units. Each with its own
plans and business objectives.

The whole idea is to give everyone plenty of responsibility
and plenty of room to try new ideas. And when you look at our record
of innovation and growth, you can see that it works.

Sound interesting? Why not send for our free careers brochure? Just
write: General Electric, Educational Communications, WID, Fairfield, Ct. 06431.

Progress for People.
9689

T GENERAL. ELECTRIC
An Equal Opportunity Employer




